In this paper the methods for representation theorem coupling of finite-element or finite difference calculations and propagator matrix method calculations (Harkrider) are developed. The validity and accuracy of the resulting hybrid method are demonstrated. The resulting hybrid technique can be used to study the propagation of any phase that can be represented in terms of an SH mode sum seismogram, across regional transition zones or other heterogeneities. These heterogeneities may exist in regions which form subsegments of a longer, mostly plane-layered, path. Examples of structures of interest through which such waves can be propagated using these techniques include, regions of crustal thickening or thinning such as continent-ocean transitions or basins,' anomalous bodies of any shape located in the path, and sudden transitions from one layered structure to another. Examples of the types of phases that may be propagated through these structures include Love waves, L,, S, , and S, .
INTRODUCTION
The hybrid method is simple in concept. The propagation path is divided into plane-layered segments, and non-planelayered segments. The non-plane-layered segments may contain arbitrary structures. The .propagator matrix (PM) technique is used to propagate the disturbance through the plane-layered segments and the finite element (FE) or finite difference (FD) method is used to propagate it through the non-plane-layered segments. The source is assumed to lie within a plane-layered region. Since neither coupling technique (PM to FE or FE to PM) provides a complete solution if it is applied at the physical boundary between plane-layered and non-plane-layered regions, the FE or FD grid must contain not only the complex region but also segments of each of the plane-layered structures which adjoin the ends of the complex region. Reflections from the complex structure within the grid must be carefully considered when designing the grid (Regan 1987) to ensure that their effects are included in the final solution. The wavefield is propagated from the source to the boundary of the FE or FD grid containing the first complex region using the PM method. The method used to transmit the wavefield across the boundary into the FD or FE grid containing the non-plane-layered region is straightforward (Regan & Harkrider 1989; Regan 1987) . The wavefield is then propagated through the non-plane-layered region using the FE or FD method. Next, the wavefield can be transmitted across the boundary between the FD or FE grid containing the non-plane-layered region and the remainder of the second plane-layered region using the representation theorem (RT) integration coupling method developed in this paper. This sequence of procedures can be repeated any number of times so that any number of non-plane-layered regions can be included in the source to receiver path. The RT integration coupling method uses a 2-D Cartesian finite element formulation. Analogous methods for the 3-D case follow directly.
Many methods have been used to model the propagation of seismic disturbances across regions of varying structure such as transition zones. The types of models that have been used to approximate transition regions can be separated into several types which are illustrated in Fig. 1 .
The simplest type of model ( Fig. la) consists of two homogeneous layered regions, 1 l', and 3 3' separated by a vertical boundary or a region 2 2' in which elastic properties vary smoothly. Sato (1961a) derives analytical expressions for the transmitted and reflected waves, the phase and group velocities, and evaluates the approximate reflection and transmission coefficients (R and 7 ) in each case. More recently, Kennett (1973) has developed a numerical technique for solving the problem of seismic waves 430 J. Regan interacting with a layer or layers in which properties change across a surface perpendicular to or at a specified angle from the layering.
The next level of model complexity is the inclusion of a change in the thickness of the surface layer at the discontinuity between the two structures (Fig. lb) . Sat0 (1961b) obtained analytical solutions and thus approximate expressions for R and T for the special case of a surface step with height h much less than the wavelength of the incident wavefield. obtained expressions for more general surface step models. Alsop (1966) developed an approximate method for determining R and T which assumes that all energy remains in Love waves. Gregersen & Alsop (1974 , 1976 used an extended form of the method of Alsop (1966 Alsop ( , 1968 to show that normal incidence is a good approximation for oblique incidence at angles of incidence of less than 40". Bose (1975) used an integral equation formulation to yield asymptotic solutions at large distances from the step consistent with results derived for the step models by Regan & Harkrider (1989) using the PM to FE coupling technique that forms part of the overall hybrid technique. Kazi (1978a, b) uses a variational method to show that T increases after the cut-off frequency when the conversion of Love waves to body waves at the surface step is considered. Earlier studies by Alsop (1966) and showed that T decreased when the body waves were neglected. Martel (1980) used a FE technique to evaluate propagation of Love waves across a Moho step. Spatial filtering of the transmitted and reflected modes to determine transmission and reflection coefficients allowed the isolation of the diffracted body wave component. The modal filtering technique discussed in this paper would provide a simple way to do such decompositions on FE or FD results determined for any complex structures. Also these structures would not need to be near the end of the propagation path as is the case with a pure FE or FD type calculation.
Studies using the surface step model and the Moho step model have been generalized in several ways. We will discuss only one, replacing the step by a transition region (Fig. lc) . Knopoff & Ma1 (1967) , and Knopoff et al. (1970) explained an analytical solution for models of type (lc) when the slope of the surface (or Moho) in the transition region is small. Pec (1967) calculated the dispersion of Love waves propagating in a wedge-shaped layer. Boore (1970) used FD to study the propagation of a simple low frequency Love wave across a transition region (Fig. lc) . He noted that in the region of the transition mode conversions and conversion to other types of waves were important. Lysmer & Drake (1971 , 1972 and Drake (1972) , use a FE method based on Zienkiewicz & Cheung (1967) which includes a rigid grid bottom and thus allows no energy to escape the grid. The formulation also requires that the incident modal energy is exactly equal to the sum of the reflected and transmitted modal energy. Conversion to body waves is seen as a distortion of the modal eigenfunctions. Lysmer & Drake '(1971) use this method to study the effect of a transition of type lc, or Id, on the incident fundamental mode Love wave energy. They attribute the differences between their results and those of Boore (1970) to body wave interference in Boore's results. However, conversion to body waves and escape of those body waves from the system defined by the finite element grid play an important role in understanding the propagation of waves across regional variations in structure (Regan & Harkrider 1989) . So, in fact, the method of Lysmer & Drake (1972) with its distorted eigenfunctions might be interpreted to be the method containing body wave interference. Thus, the approach used by Boore (1970) and the approach used in the present study will provide more physical insight into the processes of attenuation along complex paths. The method of Lysmer & Drake (1971) also includes a method for calculating 'mode participation factors'. These measure the ratio of the energy of a single mode seismogram incident on the complex region and the resulting energy of each single mode exiting the complex region. Similar ratios can be determined using the Green's function filtering technique presented in the present study. Both methods are based on the Love wave orthogonality relations. Drake & Bolt (1980) used the method of Lysmer & Drake (1972) to study fundamental mode Love waves normally incident on the California continental margin. They conclude that the ocean continent boundary strongly increases the attenuation of fundamental mode Love waves, as Regan & Harkrider (1989) suggest.
All the studies discussed in the previous paragraph used Seismic representation theorem coupling 43 1 periods much longer than those that will be considered in the following discussions. Most previous studies considered transition regions with lengths comparable the wavelength of the incident energy. The shorter periods used in this study allow the examination of the effects of transition regions with lengths many times the wavelength of the incident energy. Of all previous studies mentioned above only Kennett & Mykkeltveit (1984) and Bouchon (1981 Bouchon ( , 1982 have generated realistic seismograms, the latter at regional distances only. Instead, most studies concentrated on measuring phase velocities and transmission and reflection coefficients for individual modes. In this study the input energy is in the form of seismograms containing a sum over a range of modes for fundamental and overtone Love waves. This approach produces a realistic output seismogram which can be filtered and decomposed to yield the transmission and reflection coefficients if they are needed. In light of these facts it is clear that the results derived using the method developed in the present paper can provide a significant improvement in the understanding of the propagation of L, waves and other phases that can be expressed in terms of mode sum seismograms.
THE RT INTEGRATION METHOD FOR FE TO PM COUPLING
To clearly explain the method used to couple finite element and propagator matrix methods, it is useful to first discuss some of the foundations on which each method is based, and to explain the basic concepts inherent in the use of the representation theorem. In Section 2.1 the represeutation theorem will be discussed, and the assumptions that lead to the form of the representation theorem used in this study will be presented. The theory used to derive the version of the PM technique used in the present study is explained in detail by Harkrider (1964) . The notation and the basic concepts of the PM technique needed to explain the representation theorem integration coupling technique developed in the present paper are summarized in Section 2.2. The FE method used in this study is an extensively modified version of the stress waves in solids code (Frazier, Alexander & Petersen 1973) . The result is an explicit time domain FE method using a rectangular grid, and the hourglass correction terms which the rectangular grid necessitates (Kosloff & Frazier 1978; Regan 1987) . The FE method can be driven by a source distant from the finite element grid, as outlined by Regan & Harkrider (1989) . Displacement or stress time histories can be recorded at any node or element centre in the grid. Given these time histories further details of the particular implementation of the FE method are not important to the understanding of the coupling technique. The implementation of the RT coupling technique will be discussed in Section 2.3. A method for determining the accuracy of the RT coupling results will be presented in Section 2.4. A method for modal Green's function filtering of finite element or hybrid results is developed in Section 2.4. Finally, in Section 3, all aspects of the method are tested using a simple model which enables the calculation of PM synthetics for direct comparison to the hybrid results.
The representation theorem and Green's tuoctions
The basis of the method used to couple the results of a finite element calculation into the PM calculation is the application of the representation theorem on the boundary between the regions in which each method is used. on S, and Gip is the Green's function which represents the displacement in the ith direction at x at time t due to a unit impulse applied in the pth direction at position 6 at time t.
The general form of the representation theorem given above is not suitable for demonstrating how the coupling of the FE and PM methods is accomplished. To transform it to a more manageable form it is assumed that no body forces are present within volume V, and that the medium is isotropic. Applying both conditions allows the representation theorem to be written as follows.
up(x, t ) = /+-dt / j {cPitij + kGp,,,uj --s + P(Gpi,j + Gpj,i)ui>nj dS(5) (2) where all derivatives are with respect to 5. This form is analogous with the displacement solution for the line source in a half-space: and the displacement Green's function can be calculated in a manner similar to the displacement solution. The line source displacements and the line source Green's functions differ only by a multiplicative factor of -2ap.
pii, ,u.iiii) as forcing functions produces RT integration results (hybrid seismograms) which may be directly compared with synthetics generated using only a single PM calculation. Synthetics generated for comparison to hybrid results by using a single PM calculation will be referred to as pure propagator matrix seismograms (PPM).
For the SH problem in Cartesian coordinatesthe expressions that need to be considered are for G2, G,,,, u2, u,,,, and 5. For the geometry (Fig. 2) used to couple surface waves from a finite element grid into a layered medium, through which the waves will be transmitted by convolution with propagator matrix generated Green's functions only the G2, G2,,, tr;, and aXy are used. However, & and Ozy will also be derived for completeness. Should the geometry change so that it would be necessary to integrate o x a horizontal surface such as the bottom of the grid then G2-3 and would also be used.
The stresses c2,,, G2,3r a,,, and a,, can be expressed in terms of spatial derivatives of displacements. Evaluating the numerical derivative gives a reasonable approximation to the desired stress values. However, a more direct, and more efficient, method for determining the values of the stresses is to evaluate the analytical expression for each stress derived from the corresponding analytical displacement expressions. The displacement and stress expressions for double-couple sources, line sources, and line source Green's functions are
Tbe propagator matrix technique
To implement the representation theorem integration coupling algorithm for coupling finite element results into propagator matrix calculations it is first necessary to obtain and evaluate expressions for the displacement and stress seismograms and the stress and displacement Green's functions used in the representation theorem integral (equation 4). Evaluation of displacement and/or stress Green's functions (G2, r22,1, r2z,3) is necessary in all applications of the RT integration coupling method regardless of whether the forcing functions are FE results, analytical stress and displacement seismograms evaluated using PM or other techniques, or stresses and displacements from other sources. However, the PM stress seismograms are used in the following discussions only as an example of a well-defined and easily evaluated form of forcing functions. integration path of the representation theorem integral, C, is illustrated as the closed curve FGHF. The arrows at G and H indicate that the x, = x coordinate at H and the x3 = z component at G both tend to infinity. The large dot within contour G denotes a receiver. The lines connecting the element centres (filled dots) and this receiver denote the line source Green's functions which propagate the forcing functions to the receiver. The line FG denotes the boundary between the 'complex' region to its left, and the 'simple' region to its right. The finite element grid extends into the 'simple' region to provide numerical stability.
presented in terms of propagator matrix notation in the Appendix. The evaluation of these expressions is accomplished using a generalized version of Harkrider's (1964) PM codes. The general form of the expressions and the propagator matrix notation used in the remainder of the present paper are summarized below.
The basic idea behind the propagator matrix method as implemented by Harkrider (1964 Harkrider ( , 1970 is to transmit the disturbance produced by a source within a layered half-space structure through that structure by combining terms that describe the source, the medium response, and the propagation effects. The terms that apply the effects of the propagation path in the z direction are in the form of propagator matrices. For source and receiver both at depth, they are separated into two parts, the propagation in z from the source to the surface, and the propagation in z from the surface to the receiver. An additional propagation term adds the effect of the propagation in the r coordinate. In most cases the general form of a modal displacement at a receiver at depth is where S is a function of the source strength and geometry, AL represents the medium response for a surface source and a surface receiver, P expresses the propagation effects in direction r, [Y] H is the term for transmitting the disturbance from the source depth to the surface which because of reciprocity can be expressed as a modal propagator from the surface to the source depth h, and
[y]
H is the propagator from the surface to the receiver depth. The subscript H denotes homogeneous, that is independent of and not containing a source. The terms within the square brackets represent matrix quantities, not simple ratios. If the source is a stress source rather than a displacement source then [F] H is replaced by where p ( h ) is the rigidity at the depth of the source. If stress rather than displacement is to be recorded at the receiver, then
where z is the depth of the receiver.
FE to PM coupling
In the present study, a simple geometry, consisting of the same layer over a half-space for all segments of the path, is used as a test case to illustrate the method and assess its accuracy. The geometry of the simple problem is illustrated in Fig. 2 . The coupling of FE seismograms into a layered media through which they are transmitted by the PM technique and the application of the representation theorem is accomplished by direct evaluation of the representation theorem integral as given in equation (4). The evaluation of the representation theorem integral on the contour, FGH (Fig. 2) , will be discussed in three parts. First, the quantities used in the evaluation of the representation theorem integral on the subsegment FG of the contour, FGH, will be discussed. Then, the procedure used to estimate the value of this integral along FG will be explained. Finally, it will be shown that the contributions to the representation theorem integral from integration along segments GH and HF of the contour, FGH, are zero.
Before the particulars of the integration procedure can be discussed, each of the quantities in equation (4) must be defined. The integration surface for the segment FG is a line with the x-coordinate held constant, only the terms generated by setting k = 1 in equation (4) need to be considered. Thus, the quantities of interest are, p, uy, axy, G2, and &. The displacement and stress seismograms at the element centres, illustrated as dots in Fig. 2 , are recorded during the FE calculation. The element centre displacement uy, and the element centre stress, uxy, are used as the u2 and pu2,1 terms, respectively. Line source Green's functions are calculated for the transmission of a unit line displacement, applied at each of the element centres illustrated as dots in Fig. 2 , to the receiver point. These displacement and stress Green's functions, calculated using the PM method, are the G2, and &2,1 terms in equation (4).
The representation theorem integral is evaluated using trapezoidal rule numerical integration of equation (4) along segment FG of contour FGH. The displacement and stress seismograms, and the displacement and stress Green's functions are time series. The time spacing between successive points in each time series is the time step duration, At, used in the FE calculation. Similarly, the distance between integration points along the integration surface is Az, the grid spacing within the finite element grid.
It should be remembered that the terms T,,u,,, and &u2, in the representation theorem integral, equation (4), are convolutions. Thus, the products of the Green's functions and FE results, fZzii2,k and f22,k222, are calculated in the Fourier transform domain, then, inverse Fourier transformed into the time domain and summed. Integration along the segment FG of the contour, FGH, is approximated by numerically integrating along the subsegment FF, of the segment FG, and assuming that the contributions to the integral from the remainder of segment FG are negligible. The assumption that no significant contribution is made by integration along segment F,G can be justified for the case where Fl is chosen so that the earliest possible arrival of energy from a source at depth Fl is later than the last arrival in the seismogram being considered. The uncertainties introduced when this criterion is not satisfied will be assessed in the next section. For the remainder of this discussion we will assume that the depth Fl illustrated in Fig. 2 satisfies this criterion.
Next, the integration over the remaining two segments of the contour, C, will be shown to give no contribution to the representation theorem integral. The segment of the contour FH, along the free surface will be considered first. The integration surface for the segment FH of the contour, C, is a line with the z-coordinate held constant. Thus, only terms generated by setting k = 3 in equation (4) need to be considered. The free surface boundary condition applied on this surface states that at z = 0 the stress, P U~,~, is zero.
Since the Green's function, &, used in all the calculations also satisfies the free surface BC, the Green's function stress,
is also zero at z = 0. Therefore, one term in each product in the integrand of equation (4) is zero, causing the value of the integral along this portion of the contour, C, to be zero. Next, the segment GH of the contour, C, will be considered. As 4-00 the displacements u2 and u~,~ must approach zero since the radiation condition is satisfied. Again, one component of each product in the integrand of equation (4) is zero. Clearly, this makes the integrand zero and verifies that the section GH of contour, C, makes no contribution to the representation theorem integral.
Before summarizing the method one further simplification in the evaluation of the representation theorem integral will be presented. The integration of equation (4) (11)
The forcing functions, u2(E1, E3) and Y(E3)u2,1(51, E3) = axy can be expressed in terms of the variables used in the PM method. For the line source this is done by substituting expressions from the Appendix, eqs (A10) and (Allb), respectively, for +(El, E3) and ax,,. The line source Green's functions, G2 and ~(53)G2,1 can be expanded in terms of PM variables by substituting equations (A12) and (A13b) for 4, and &, respectively. Performing these substitutions, and bringing all terms not dependent on E3 out of the integral, yields equation (12a). For a point double-couple source the substitutions for the Green functions are unchanged. For the strike-slip point double-couple source, equations (A4) and (A8b) are substituted for u2 and ax,, to yield equation (12b). For the dipslip point double-couple source equations (AS) and (A9b) are substituted for u2 and ax,, to yield equation (12c).
where For all the types of sources discussed in the present paper both convolutions in the integrand of equation (11) produce identical expressions. Thus, it should be possible to accelerate the numerical evaluation of equation (11) by doubling the result of the integration of either convolution. This approach makes it unnecessary to record both displacement and stress seismograms in the FE calculations. Either one of these should be sufficient to calculate a 2-D SH representation theorem integral. This approach also allows the value of the representation theorem integral to be determined using half the number of the Green's functions. The representation theorem integral will be evaluated by doubling the value of the first term in equation (11).
In summary, the procedure used to propagate mode sum seismograms along a path that may include one or more segments of non-plane-layered structure within a longer plane-layered path will be described below, and, for clarity, illustrated in the flow diagram in Fig. 3 . The details of the FE to PM coupling technique discussed in this section will be emphasized in this description (see points (2)-(6) below), and its relation to the complete hybrid propagation technique will be demonstrated. The method can be broken down into eight steps.
(1) Choose a source type, a source depth, h, and a horizontal propagation distance, A,, from the source to the finite element grid edge. This distance A, is slightly less than the horizontal distance, A,,, from the source to the edge of the first complex region. Also choose Az, the vertical spacing between nodes in the finite element grid, and n, the number of nodes in a column in the finite element grid. The quantities n, Az, and A,, are chosen when designing the finite element grid containing the complex region (Regan & Harkrider 1989 , Regan 1987 . Use the parameter source type, h, n, A,, and Az, to generate a vertical section of PM seismograms containing one seismogram at the location of each node in the first column of the finite element grid. This set of seismograms will be called the FE forcing functions.
(2) The FE forcing functions are used as displacement time history constraints on the first column of finite element nodes. This passes the wavefield into the finite element grid providing a complete solution at every node within the finite element grid. A vertical section of displacement seismograms is recorded at a column of finite element centres a horizontal distance, A, , from the beginning of the finite element grid. This set of seismograms will be called the RT forcing functions. A, + AFE is slightly larger than the transform the result to give the time domain displacement seismogram at a receiver.
(7) Repeat steps (4)-(6) for each of the j receivers chosen in (3). If another complex region lies in the path from the locations of j to the final receivers this repetition will produce a new set of FE forcing functions. Otherwise the final solution has been reached.
(8) Repeat steps (2)- (7) to propagate across the next complex region.
(1) (4) Calculate line source stress Green's functions. One Green's function is calculated to transmit the disturbance at each element centre to a receiver.
(5) Fourier transform the displacement seismograms in the set of RT forcing functions.
(6) For each element centre, multiply the displacement seismogram from the set of RT forcing functions with the stress Green's function which transmits that displacement seismogram to the receiver. Then, add the resulting product seismograms for all element centres on the depth section and multiply the resulting sum by 242. Inverse Fourier 2.4 Uncertainty estimates and modal filtering for RT As stated in Section 2.3, the evaluation of the representation theorem along path FG (Fig. 2) is in practice, carried out only along subsegment FF,. The contributions to the representation theorem integral from integration along subsegment FIG are assumed to be zero. To insure that the contribution from F,G is zero, the earliest possible amval from a source at depth F, must be later than the end of the hybrid seismogram being calculated. To rigorously apply this condition, when a seismogram duration of 5 5 s , a reasonable duration for Lg at A, = loo0 km, is used requires that F, lie at a depth in excess of 250 km. FE calculations extending to such depths would be prohibitive. At larger distances the Lg seismogram has even longer durations requiring the integration surface to extend yet deeper. Thus, it is desirable to assess the size of the contributions along subsegment FIG when the depth of F, is considerably smaller than would ideally be the case, and to determine the minimum values of the depth Fl that will result in acceptable solutions. Fortunately, it is straightforward to derive a simple relation expressing the mode by mode accuracy for a given F,, and grid spacing (Az). This relation can be simply and rapidly evaluated before RT integration coupling is attempted. The mode by mode uncertainty estimates can then be used to assess the effect of a particular choice of F,, Az, and the time spacing on the accuracy of the hybrid synthetics and to choose optimal values for Fl and Az.
To derive the expression for mode by mode integration accuracy we return to the expression of the representation theorem integral along FG in terms of propagator matrix notation (equation 12). Comparing the quantities outside the integral, in each equation in (12), with the expression for displacement due to the corresponding source in a layered medium, equation (A10) The estimate of the accuracy is obtained by evaluating the Zl integrand at each integration point used in the R T integration, for each frequency on each branch of the dispersion curve used. For each single frequency mode the quantity on the left hand side of equation (15) is determined at each integration point and summed over the integration surface. If the solution were perfect with no error present, then the sum would be exactly one. In practice the sum departs from one by some amount which gives an estimate of the size of the minimum error that could be expected in that mode in the R T integration results. The estimate is a minimum since it does not account for the phase of the arrivals nor for possible errors in that phase. The evaluation of the error using this relation is much faster than comparing results from multiple applications of R T integration coupling.
An additional result obtained from equation (14) allows a simple method of modal filtering to be defined. It is well known that if i and j represent two different modes for a given period, (ki # k, for mi = o,), then the orthogonality relation for Love waves states that
[p(z)ui(z)uj(z) dz = o
Comparing equations (16) term from the Green's function will produce zero contribution to the resulting hybrid result. This implies that the only modes present in both the Green's functions and the forcing functions will be present in the R T integration results. Thus, choosing Green's functions with a subset of the modes present in the forcing function will produce a filter that gives RT integration results that contain only that subset of modes.
RT COUPLING OF ANALYTIC SEISMOGRAMS A N D GREEN'S FUNCTIONS
In this section the validity and accuracy of the numerical implementation of the representation theorem integration coupling technique will be discussed in detail. In the following discussions a seismogram resulting from a RT integration will be referred to as a hybrid seismogram. However, since the representation theorem integral can be evaluated regardless of the method used to generate the forcing functions, easily generated PM forcing functions are used in most tests of the accuracy of the coupling technique, rather than more computationally intensive FE forcing functions. A single test using FE forcing functions is presented for completeness. All the numerical experiments discussed below use the same layer over a half-space model for all portions of the path allowing hybrid results to be directly compared with PPM results. In all cases the layer has a thickness of 32 km, an SH wave velocity 3.5 km s-', and a density 2.7gcmP3. The half-space has SH wave velocity 4.5 km s-' and density 3.4 g crnp3.
In the following sections the results of tests of several aspects of the representation theorem integration coupling technique and Green's function filtering will be presented. First, the estimation of uncertainties is discussed, and the values of Az, At and Fl are chosen. Then, results of the RT integration for the fundamental mode and for each of the first five overtones are presented to illustrate where the discrepancies between the RT results and the analytical results originate. Mode sum results for a line source and for a point source are then presented. Modal filtering of FE or hybrid results is then discussed, and examples of its efficiency are presented. Before these results can be discussed the sets of forcing functions and Green's functions used in the tests need to be explained.
The forcing functions used are the displacement and stress seismograms for a source depth of 8 km. They are evaluated at positions corresponding to the element centres of the right-most column of elements in a FE grid with horizontal and vertical spacing of 0.5 km, whose right-hand edge lies A, = 1500.25 km from the source. Thus, the seismograms are evaluated at points along a vertical surface 1500 km from the source, at depth intervals of 0.5 km, beginning at a depth of 0.25 km below the surface. Separate sets of forcing functions were generated for the fundamental mode and for each of the first five higher modes. Also, an additional set of forcing functions was calculated by summing over the fundamental and the first five higher modes. Single mode and mode sum forcing functions were determined for both a line source and a strike-slip point source. Similarly mode sum and single mode Green's functions were evaluated for a line source at each of the locations where displacement and stress forcing functions were evaluated for a line source at each of the locations where displacement and stress forcing functions were determined and a receiver at the surface. Single mode and mode sum Green functions for a propagation distance of ART = 100, and mode sum Green functions for propagation distances of ART = 50, 100, 150, 250,500, and lo00 km are used. The representation theorem integration surface for all RT integration examples extended to a depth of 50 km.
Analysis of uncertainties
Before representation theorem integration calculations are performed it is useful to consider the choices of At, the time step in the displacement and stress seismograms, A,, the spacing between integration points, and 4 , the vertical Sekmic representation theorem coupling 437 extent of the integration surface. Once a desired level of accuracy has been defined and the highest frequency to be modelled has been chosen a reasonable set of values for these parameters can be determined. The values of Az and 5 are selected using the mode by mode estimator of accuracy discussed in Section 2.4. The tolerated level of uncertainty, U = 1 -u,Zl, in the representation theorem integrations described in the present paper is 2 per cent. The translation of this tolerance level to values of Az and Fl is discussed below. The integral Z,, equation (14), used to estimate the accuracy of the representation theorem integration is independent of At. The value of At is chosen so that 1/2At exceeds the highest frequency used in the time series. In practice it is inadvisable to use a value of At which is larger than half the minimum travel time for travelling the distance Az, since this may cause increased errors at the shortest periods.
The effects of varying Az were studied. Estimations of accuracy were determined for several values of Fl and Az.
The resulting values of U were examined to determine the effect of changing Az on the value of U. The results of this examination indicate that U = U,Az, where U , is the uncertainty using Az = 1 km. The choice of an acceptable value of Az requires examination of the actual values of U. Table 1 shows the values of U for a small selection of periods on each branch of the dispersion curve. The uncertainty estimation which produced The resulting minimum values of T for each F,, and for U, = 0.4, and A t = 0.5, are plotted in Fig. 4 . The curves in Fig. 4 Fig. 4 provides a good way to estimate the minimum acceptable value of Fl. Examining Fig. 4 for a given choice of & on a overtone by overtone basis helps to predict and explain the causes of the inaccuracies noted below in the actual RT integration results. The value of 4 chosen for use in the tests of the RT integration is 50 km, and is indicated by a dotted line in Fig. 4 . This value is the minimum value of Fl that produces acceptable values of U for the longer period modes on the overtone curves. The intersections of the Fl = 50 km line and the curve for each mode indicates the expected uncertainties. The second through fifth overtones should be accurately represented at all periods. The first overtone will introduce somewhat higher uncertainties, although still acceptable, particularly between 8 and 11 s period. The fundamental mode will be accurate for periods less than about 21 s.
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Demonstrating RT integralion coupling
The first group of tests using the sets of forcing functions and Green's functions discussed above produced mode by mode hybrid results directly comparable to PPM synthetic single mode seismograms. PPM synthetic seismograms were calculated at A, = 1600 km for each of the fundamental mode and the first five overtones. For the fundamental mode and each of the first five overtones a set of single mode PM forcing functions, at A, = 1500 km, was combined with the corresponding single mode set of Green's functions, for a propagation distance of A, , = 100 km, according to the representation theorem integral. This produced a hybrid seismogram for that mode at A = 1600 km to compare with the corresponding PPM single mode synthetic. Comparisons of the RT integration sums and the PPM synthetics for each individual mode are shown in Fig. 5 . All the seismograms are bandpass filtered for periods between 1 and 25s. The short period limit on the bandpass filter was chosen to improve the correspondence between the waveform of the PPM synthetic and the RT integration result for the same mode. The short period limit corresponds to the shortest period energy that can be transmitted through a finite element grid with grid spacing equal to the spacing of the source at a depth of 8 km, at a distance A, = 1600 km from the source, using a single PM calculation. The second column, labelled hybrid, shows the hybrid synthetics for a PM path length of As = 1500 km (line source) and a RT integration path length of A, , = 100 km. Each row of seismograms represent results for a different overtone. The first row shows the fundamental mode, the second row the first overtone, the third row the second overtone, the fourth row the third overtone, the fifth row the fourth overtone, and the sixth row the fifth overtone. Each row of seismograms is plotted using the same scaling. The numbers at the left hand edge of each row indicate the amplitude. The numbers between each pair of seismograms indicate the rms amplitude ratio of the hybrid seismogram to the PPM seismogram. integration points in the RT integration. The long period cut-off of the filter is chosen to remove the long period component of the fundamental mode which cannot be accurately reconstituted without increasing Fl. When the integration surface is truncated at progressively shallower depths the long period cut-off of the filter must be progressively reduced to maintain the fit between hybrid and PPM fundamental mode seismograms. As Fl is reduced below 50 km the correspondence between the hybrid and PPM overtone seismograms for each overtone degenerates. As predicted in the error analysis the largest discrepancies between the PPM and hybrid results, for Fl = 50 km, occur in the first overtone seismograms. Some discrepancies are seen in the fundamental mode due to the longer periods between 21 and 25s which are not removed by the filter. The higher overtones fit well and approach the accuracy predicted by the minimum error estimates above.
In practice a full mode sum seismogram is the desired result of representation theorem integration coupling. The mode by mode tests discussed above illustrate the validity of the method and illustrate our understanding of the sources of possible uncertainties. To illustrate the accuracy obtained using mode sum forcing functions and Green's functions the hybrid synthetic resulting from RT integration using mode sum forcing functions and Green's functions is compared with the corresponding PPM mode sum synthetic. Fig. 6 shows results using a line source, and Fig. 7 shows results using a point source. The agreement in amplitude and waveform between the PPM and hybrid mode sum results is excellent. The sum of modes synthetic calculated as a sum over the single mode hybrid results shown in Fig. 5 gives a similar result. The agreement between the mode sum hybrid seismogram and the sum of single modes hybrid seismogram provides an independent check and the validity of the filtering technique, since any cross-terms that did not cancel due to orthogonality would appear as deviations between the two sets of resulting seismograms. That is, cross-terms present in the mode sum result would not be present in the sum of modes result.
Demonstration of Green's f'unction filtering
Next, a series of calculations investigating the accuracy and efficiency of the Green's function filtering technique will be discussed. The Green's function filtering method uses Green's functions, containing only a subset of the modes present in the forcing functions, as a filter to extract only those modes from the forcing functions. In particular, the single mode sets of Green's functions are used in the representation theorem integral along with the mode sum set of forcing functions. The resulting hybrid seismograms contain energy only in the single mode present in the Green's function. A representation theorem integration was performed using each single mode set of Green's functions and the set of mode sum forcing functions. As an example results using the third higher mode Green's functions and a depth of 8 km and a distance As + ART = 1600 km from the source. In both cases the PM path length is A, = 1500 km, and the RT integration path length is ART = 100 km. In the first column, labelled mode * mode, the hybrid seismograms are derived using the third overtone forcing functions and the third overtone Green's functions. In the second column, labelled mode sum*mode, the hybrid seismograms are derived using the mode sum forcing functions and the third overtone Green's functions. Each pair of seismograms is plotted using the same scale, but the scale changes from pair to pair. The amplitude is indicated at the left end of each pair of seismograms. The R T integration begins at the surface and proceeds down FF, (Fig. 2) to F,. The first row of seismograms is a single convolution, the sum down to a depth of 0.25 km. The second row is the sum of 21 convolutions, and includes all integration points to a depth of 10 km. This pattern continues with the depth of the deepest point included in the integration indicated to the right of each pair of seismograms. The numbers between the pairs of seismograms indicate the rms amplitude ratios of the mode sum * mode seismograms to the mode * mode seismograms.
line source are shown in Fig. 8 . When a depth of Fl = 50 km is reached the waveforms are indistinguishable and the amplitudes agree to within less than 1 per cent. Studying similar plots for each overtone and for the fundamental mode shows several trends that hold for both point sources and line sources. In general the integration must proceed to a depth Fl of about 30 km before the waveforms of the filtered mode sum seismograms closely resemble those of the single mode hybrid results. For the third to fifth overtones the filtered results at Fl = 50 km and the analytical results agree in amplitude (rms amplitude differ by <lpercent) and are not visibly different in waveform.
Integration over the full 50 km is necessary to stabilize the results. Integration to depths greater than 50 km does not improve the correspondence between hybrid and filtered results. For the first and second overtones integration to depths greater than 50 km improves the results slightly due to better fits at longer periods. For the fundamental mode increasing Fl allows longer period energy to be modelled. Fig. 9 illustrates the mode by mode results of the RT integrations discussed above for Fl = 50 km. For the fundamental mode and all illustrated overtones the waveforms of the mode * mode hybrid results and the mode sum * mode results are essentially identical. The rms amplitude ratio of the two different types of hybrid result is one for each pair of seismograms shown. In fact even the peak-to-peak amplitudes agree to within less than 1 per cent for all modes. Clearly the Green's function filtering technique is accurate and promises to be very useful in the interpretation of hybrid seismograms for paths including complex structures. In summary, the effect of using a set of Green's functions containing a subset of the modes present As + A, = 1600 km from the source. In both cases the PM path length is As = 1500 km, and the RT integration path length is A, , = 100 km.
In the first column, labelled mode * mode, the hybrid seismograms are derived using the single mode forcing functions and the single mode Green's functions for that same mode. In the second column, labelled mode sum * mode, the hybrid seismograms are derived using the mode sum forcing functions and the single mode Green's functions. The extent of the integration surface, F,, is 50 km for all illustrated seismograms. The amplitude scale is given to the left of each pair of seismograms. The rms amplitude ratios of the mode sum*mode seismograms to the mode * mode seismograms is one in all cases and is thus not illustrated on the diagram.
in the set of forcing functions is to produce an eficient filter that allows only the modes common to both sets to appear in the hybrid result.
RT integration coupling and Green's function liltering using FE forcing functions
The examples of representation theorem integration coupling discussed to this point demonstrate the validity of coupling a wavefield expressed in terms of displacement seismograms, generated using the PM method, recorded at equal intervals along a vertical boundary, across that boundary. The wavefield is coupled across the boundary by RT integration, evaluation of equation (4) along that vertical surface, of the displacement seismograms and the appropriate line source Green's functions. It remains to be shown that R T integration coupling and Green's function filtering are valid when FE or FD displacement seismograms are used, and that the entire sequence of operations used to include a complex subsegment of a propagation path in that path is valid. The final example of R T coupling, presented in this section, addresses these questions.
The final example of R T coupling produces hybrid seismograms due to the propagation of energy from a source, through the first section of its path using the PM method, through the second section of its path using the FE method, and finally, through the last section of the path using R T integration coupling. Again, for this example, the entire path consists of a single simple plane-layered structure to allow direct comparison of the hybrid results to PPM results. A strike-slip double-couple point source at a depth of 8 k m was used to generate a set of PM displacement seismograms along a vertical surface A, = 1500 km from the source. The spacing between the points at which these seismograms were recorded was 0.5 km. Each of these seismograms was used as a displacement time history constraint on a grid point along the left-hand edge of a finite element grid with grid spacing 0.5 km. The application of this set of displacement time history constraints to the end of the finite element grid completely specified the motion of all nodes within the finite element grid for the duration of the FE calculation. At a column of nodes within the finite element grid displacement seismograms were recorded during the FE calculation. The displacement seismograms were recorded at column 101, a distance A, + A, , = 1550 km from the source. These displacement seismograms were then used as forcing functions in a representation theorem integration. The distance propagated using representation theorem integration varied from 50 to lo00 km.
The results of the example described in the previous paragraph are illustrated in Fig. 10 . The correspondence between the hybrid seismograms and the PPM seismograms is excellent. As the distance propagated using RT integration coupling increases the PPM seismograms appear to decay in amplitude faster than the hybrid seismograms despite the fact that the rms amplitude ratios remain relatively constant. This is an artefact of the fact that the rms amplitude ratio has the decay correction from equation (12) coupling techniques increases with respect to the portion of the path traversed using the 3-D propagator matrix propagation. The origin time of each seismogram in Fig. 10 is slightly different. When absolute times are considered the first peaks in each pair of seismograms align exactly.
Next, this example will be extended to present the results of a Green's function modal filtering of one of the hybrid seismograms in Fig. 10 . The hybrid seismogram propagated ART = 100 km using representation theorem integration is chosen for this analysis so that the single mode Green's functions already calculated can be used in the modal filtering analysis. The location at which this seismogram is recorded will be referred to as A. Since a single layer over a half-space structure is used for the entire path it is simple to predict that the transmission coefficients across the 'complex' region within the finite element grid should all be one and that the reflection coefficients should all be zero. Thus, the hybrid single mode seismograms recorded at A should be identical to the single mode PPM seismograms for a propagation path length of A, = 1650 km. sec. mode by mode results which verify this. The hybrid single mode seismograms illustrated in Fig. 11 are calculated using the FE displacements, which contain modes on the fundamental and first five overtone branches, as forcing functions and single mode Green's functions. For a real case the complex region within the finite element grid would produce mode to mode conversions and conversions to body waves which would cause non-unitary transmission coefficients and non-zero reflection coefficients. A modal analysis of a hybrid mode sum seismogram would require the calculation of the reflection and transmission coefficients for each mode. To determine the transmission coefficient the ratio of the hybrid seismogram to the PPM seismogram would be taken at a point which the wavefront reaches after propagating through the complex region. To determine the reflection coefficient the ratio of the energy in the seismogram resulting when the hybrid and PPM seismograms are differenced and the energy in the PPM seismogram would be taken at a point which the incident wavefront reaches before propagating through the complex region.
CONCLUSIONS
In this paper a method for propagating a mode sum wavefield through a long path containing short segments which include complex regions is presented. The wavefield is produced by a point double-couple or line source and is propagated from that source through a plane-layered medium to the edge of a mixed region using the propagator matrix method (PM). The mixed region must contain the complex region and small sections of the layered structures adjoining each end of the complex region. The wavefield is passed across the boundary between the plane-layered region and the mixed region using the technique discussed by Regan & Harkrider (1989) . The wavefield is then propagated through the mixed region using the finite element (FE) method. After propagation through the mixed region, the FE wavefield is sampled at each node along a vertical surface. This surface must lie in the plane-layered region which the wavefield reaches after it has propagated through the complex region. The resulting seismograms are used as forcing functions in the representation theorem integral which propagates the wavefield from the edge of the mixed region through the remainder of the second plane layered region.
In this paper the mathematical implementation of the representation theorem integration coupling method is developed and tested. A method of estimating the accuracy of the technique, based on the orthogonality of Love waves, is presented. Finally, the Green's function filtering technique for modal analysis of FE or hybrid results is derived and illustrated. A simple model which consists of a layer over a half-space is used for all sections of the propagation path in all tests described in this paper. This simple model allows the hybrid seismograms to be directly compared with seismograms generated using a single application of the propagator matrix method for the entire path (PPM). The agreement between hybrid seismograms and PPM seismograms for examples illustrated in this paper demonstrates the validity of the representation theorem integration coupling method. It shows that the method can produce hybrid synthetic seismograms of high accuracy. Evaluation of a simple expression derived from the expressions for the hybrid seismograms in propagator matrix notation and the corresponding expression of the orthogonality relation for Love waves allows one to evaluate the expected uncertainty for any single mode contribution to the hybrid seismogram. Evaluation of the uncertainty for each single frequency mode included in a mode sum seismogram has been demonstrated to be a good indicator of the sources of uncertainties in hybrid seismograms. The modal uncertainties have also been shown to provide an easily evaluated predictor of the vertical extent of the integration surface, and the minimum spacing between evaluation points on that surface, needed to provide a given level of accuracy. Results presented in this paper indicate that the Green's function filtering method provides accurate hybrid seismograms containing only those modes present in both the representation theorem integration forcing functions and the Green's functions used as a filter. Thus, single mode Green's functions yield hybrid results containing only a single mode. combination of double-couple sources of three types, vertical strike-slip (6 = 90", and A = O"), vertical dip-slip (6 = 90" and A = 90"), and 45" dip-slip (6 = 45" and A = 90").
Thus, results for these three fault types can be added to produce results for an arbitrary orientation, removing the necessity to repeat the entire procedure for each orientation to be studied. In fact, for SH waves, any fault geometry can be modelled using a linear combination of only the vertical dip-slip and the vertical strike-slip faults. Evaluating equation (Al) for each of these two fault types, yields the expressions used to determine displacement seismograms at a receiver at depth z due to a vertical strike-slip fault at depth h that used above to obtain the stress expressions for the point double-couple source. The displacement at depth z due to a line source at depth h is J. Regan and D. G. Harkrider In this case a stress source term rather than a stress receiver term is needed. Thus, the depth derivative is taken with respect to the source term. The form of the depth derivative is identical to that in equation (A6) except that z is replaced by h. Therefore the derivatives of the Green's function are [G&, 2 ; 51, &. )I
